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ABSTRACT  The study aimed to find out the requirements of the school environment attractive in high school from the point of view of the students education Namas management. To achieve the objectives of the study used scholars descriptive and analytical approach, and The study population consisted of 737 male and female students at the secondary level management Namas, after the application of research and data analysis tool. The results obtained showed that the members of the study population assert that handles the commander of his / her school with them with respect, and asked the teachers to be motivated them and fans in all areas, as called for that are varied foods offered school a buffet, and called for the creation of leisure trips for them, and in the light of these results It provided some educational recommendations and the most important of which create based on mutual respect between teachers and students a school environment by all means possible administration, and suggested that scholars conduct a survey to find out the impact of the program in us the best – applied in some schools, which focuses on creating attractive school environment and building values – in raising achievement school students.
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